Empowering Healthcare with Cisco Webex Telehealth Connector

The healthcare landscape is changing rapidly. The Cisco Webex Telehealth Connector provides a quick and simple way to connect healthcare services and patients over web browsers for video consultations scheduled and managed from their Electronic Medical Record (EMR) platform.

How it works

Differentiators

- **Simple:** Purely webRTC (browser) based, no plug-ins, apps, logins or passwords to remember.
- **Secure:** Meetings are anonymous; No collection of identity or other PHI.
- **Flexible:** Works with your Epic healthcare management software across devices including MyChart, Hyperspace, Canto, and Haiku.

By 2023, global demand for healthworkers is expected to reach almost 13 million, creating a $25.8 trillion health workforce.

By 2030, 95% of physicians who have used telehealth, said it improved patients' access to care and 75% said it enabled high-quality communication with patients.

How can we help easily extend and expand healthcare?

Cisco Webex Telehealth Overview

**Cisco Webex Telehealth Connector for Epic (Standard)**
- Simplified interface
- Secure URL
- Provider logs into Epic Portal
- Schedules a Telehealth Appointment from scheduling application
- Patient clicks Join from their EMR portal browser
- Secure URL is generated
- Provider clicks Start Meeting Button and the meeting starts

**Cisco Webex Telehealth Connector for Epic (Enhanced)**
- Enhanced subscription
- Check providers and patients in and out of telehealth consultations
- Track the lifecycle of the call
- Log call metrics directly within the EMR

Learn more about Cisco Collaboration Healthcare Solutions

Click here
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